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4.3 Heraclius (610-640)
4.3.1 Major historical events during his reign
as mentioned above, a rebellion against Phocas that started in 608 in africa spread 
to egypt, Palestine, and syria and led to the accession of Heraclius to the Byzantine 
throne in 610.15 except for a short period from 630 to 636 – the time of the Byzan-
tine re-occupation – the reign of Heraclius was characterized by a continuous state 
of warfare, first against the Persians in the east, the slavs and avars in the West, 
and later against the arabs. unlike his predecessors, Heraclius commanded many 
of his military campaigns in person (Kaegi 2003:68-69). Moreover, he was the only 
Byzantine emperor who visited Jerusalem. The death of Heraclius in 641 roughly 
coincides with the fall of Palestine into arab hands and marks the chronological end 
of this discussion. a historical account of Heraclius’ reign is given in chapter 1.1.3. 
The main events of his reign are presented briefly in Table 70.16
Table 70. Major historical events during the reign of Heraclius
Date Event Notes
608-610 rebellion of the Heraclii initiated in carthage by Heraclius the elder, exarch of africa
610 coronation of Heraclius
610 Fall of antioch and apamea Persian invasion of syria by chosroes ii
611 Fall of emesa Byzantine troops under the command of Nicetas, cousin of the emperor
613 Fall of Damascus conquest of syria completed. Persians turn southwards to Palestine
613-614 Fall of caesarea, Palestine
There is no archaeological evidence for the 
Persian conquest of the city (Patrich 2006). 
The most valuable literary source for life in 
the city under the Persian occupation is the 
life of saint anastasius, a Persian renegade 
cavalryman martyred in 628 (Flusin 1992, 
i:40-91; Foss 2003:159-162)
15 The rebellion was initiated by Heraclius the elder, exarch of africa in carthage who sent an 
expedition led by his son Heraclius and nephew Nicetas. For a detailed description of the events, see 
olster 1993:101-128; stratos i:76, 80-88. a comprehensive balance of Heraclius’ reign and policy 
was elaborated by stratos (i:153-174) and Kaegi (2003).
16 For a concise list of the main literary references to this period see russell J. 2001:42, n.2. see 
also Kaegi 2003:300-301 for a short presentation of the major crises during Heraclius’ reign. 
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Date Event Notes
May 614 siege and capture of Jerusalem a “heavy blow to Byzantine morale” (haldon 1990:43)
614 Persian occupation of cilicia and armenia
615-616 Persian invasion of asia Minor Destruction of sardis. Failed avaro-Persian joined attempt to capture constantinople
616-617 Persian forces enter egypt
cessation of main source of grain to 
constantinople. in 618 a sum of three folles 
per loaf of bread was charged in the city, when 
bread was until now free
619 siege and occupation of alexandria
c.619-622 Heraclius borrows precious metals 
and other wealth from the church to be melted 
to strike coins
622-625 First Byzantine offensive campaign against the Persians
in 622 prophet Muhammad emigrated from 
Mecca to Medina
626-628 second Byzantine offensive campaign against the Persians 
in 626 failed avaro-slavic attempt to capture 
constantinople
627 recapture of armenia, eastern asia Minor and Mesopotamia by Heraclius Byzantine victory at Niniveh
628 Murder of chosroes ii
629 Persian evacuation of syria, Palestine and egypt
Negotiations between Heraclius and shahrbaraz 
and chosroes ii’s successor Kavad ii
21 March 630 celebrations of the Byzantine reconquest in Jerusalem
return of the True cross to Jerusalem in 
Heraclius’ presence
630-636 restoration of the Byzantine empire The ‘war economy’ dried up state and church resources and seriously affected tax collection
632-633 earthquake strikes Palestine
end of 633 First arab raids into Byzantine territories
invasion of Persia, syria and Palestine. Due to 
the general discontent from Byzantine regime, 
the new invaders were welcomed almost with 
no resistance
634 Battle of Ajnādayn arab victory, near eleutheropolis
late 634 Battle of Fiḥl arab victory, scythopolis and Pella
636 Battle of Yarmuk arabs complete control of syria with the occupation of Damascus, Ba‘albek and Hims
637 Fall of Jerusalem The Patriarch surrenders to caliph ̔Umar. capture of Gaza
638-640 New wave of bubonic plague in syria and Palestine
640 or 641 Mu‘awiya’s siege and fall of caesarea With the last capture of ashqelon the conquest of Palestine was completed. Kennedy 1985:146
639/640 arab conquest of Mesopotamia and armenia
641 Death of Heraclius
642 arab conquest of egypt
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4.3.2 coinage during the rebellion oF the heraclii
a series of anomalous gold, silver, and copper coinage issued by the Heraclii during 
the rebellion against Phocas from 608 to 610 helps trace the progress of the rebels on 
their way to constantinople. During that time North africa, egypt, and part of syria 
were under rebel control; thus the imperial mints of carthage and alexandria ceased 
regular production. This coinage was first studied by Grierson, who attributes the 
coins to temporary military mints in carthage, alexandria, cyprus, and alexandretta 
in syria (grierson 1950). since then this coinage has attracted much attention but 
there is still no full consensus regarding the places of issue (hendy 1985:415; DOC 
2/1:207-209; Foss 2008:6-7; MIBEC:69-72).
Fig. 140. Solidus from the rebellion of the Heraclii (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17211)
Only one coin from this series has been found in israel. it is a solidus which actu-
ally constitutes the latest coin at the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (Fig. 140, iaa 
17211). The coin shows, on the obverse, the bearded facing busts of the Heraclii: the 
father exarch of africa and his son, the future emperor, are both in consular clothes 
encircled by the inscription dN ERÄCLIO CONSULIBÄ. The reverse shows a 
cross on steps with the inscription VICTORIÄ ÄVCCΓ and the immobilized exer-
gue legend CONOB. Based on the different levels of style and execution, Grierson 
believes that old dies of Tiberius ii were used for the reverse of this type, and only 
the obverses were newly produced (DOC 2/1:208). The mint and date of issue of this 
type is still under discussion. Grierson attributes it to alexandria and dates the coin 
to 608 (DOC 2/1:212-213, No. 10). Based on the trajectory of the rebellion, Hahn 
and Metlich have recently proposed cyprus as mint of provenance, the letter Γ at the 
end of the reverse legend standing for year three of the rebellion, namely 610/611 
(MIBEC:70, 203 No. 4).
4.3.3 general reMarKs on iMPerial coinage
The many political and military vicissitudes that characterized the long reign of Her-
aclius had direct repercussions on coinage and affected all aspects of its production: 
volume, debasement, quality, and number of mints.
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in terms of iconography Heraclius was the first Emperor to depict his children 
as his descendants to the throne during his lifetime on coinage (gold, silver, and 
copper). This statement, along with other examples such as the participation of his 
children in public ceremonies and displays, was an expression of the emperor’s 
concern about the perpetuation of his dynasty (Kaegi 2003:63; 265-268). The result 
was a variety of obverse types which show the chronological and physical changes 
in Heraclius’ appearance and status (Table 71).
Table 71. Types of solidi and folles of Heraclius in chronological order
Date of series Solidi Folles
Ý and Æ
610/611-612/613
(years 1-3)
Facing bust holding globe cruciger
(class i)
Bet she’an Youth Hostel
 (bijovsKy 2003:No. 96)
Facing bust holding globe cruciger 
(class 1)
c.11g weight
Martyrius monastery (K28967)
Ý and Æ
613-615/616
(years 3-6)
Heraclius and infant Heraclius constantine 
with elaborated crown
(class iia)
Bet she’an Youth Hostel
 (bijovsKy 2003:No. 103)
Heraclius and Heraclius constantine wearing 
chlamys (class 2)
c.11g weight
Jerusalem, Third Wall (iaa 31513)
Ý: 615/616-
625/626
 (years 6-16)
Æ: 615/616-
623/624 (years 
6-13/14)
Persian invasion to 
Asia Minor
Heraclius and infant Heraclius constantine 
with simple crown
(class iib)
Bet she’an Youth Hostel
 (bijovsKy 2003:No. 110)
Heraclius, Martina and Heraclius 
constantine wearing chlamys (class 3)
c.8g weight
caesarea (iaa 61832)
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Date of series Solidi Folles
Ý: 626/627-
629/630 (years 
17-20)
Æ: 624/625-
628/629 (years 
15-19)
Imperial 
reconquest 
campaign 
Heraclius and young Heraclius Constantine 
with simple crown
(class IIc)
Bet She’an Youth Hostel
 (Bijovsky 2003:No. 231)
Heraclius, Martina and Heraclius 
Constantine wearing chlamys; ANNO above 
(class 4) c.5.5g weight
Tell Bet She’an
 (AmitAi-Preiss 2006:No. 37)
Ý and Æ
629/630-630/631
 (years 20-21)
Victory over the 
Persians.
Monetary reform
Heraclius with long beard and young 
Heraclius Constantine
(class III)
Bet She’an Youth Hostel
 (Bijovsky 2003:No. 304)
Heraclius in military dress and Heraclius 
Constantine with robe (class 5a)
Ras Abu Sawitan (K37460)
c.10g weight, 3/4 follis (in year 20 only)
Ý and Æ
631/632-638/639
 (years 22-29)
Heraclonas ranked 
Caesar
No obv. legend. Heraclius, Heraclius 
Constantine and Heraclonas without crown 
(class IVa)
Ḥammat Gader
(BArkAy 1997:No. 99) 
Heraclius in military dress and Heraclius 
Constantine with robe (class 5b)
c.5g weight
Jerusalem, Third Wall (IAA 115940)
Ý and Æ
639/640-640/641
(years 30-31)
Heraclonas 
crowned 
Augustus (public 
acclamation)
No obv. legend. Heraclius, Heraclius 
Constantine and Heraclonas crowned
(class IVb)*
Bet She’an Youth Hostel
 (Bijovsky 2003:No. 410)
Heraclius in military dress, Heraclius 
Constantine and Heraclonas wearing 
chlamys (class 6)**
c.5g weight
* It should be mentioned that Grierson places the beginning of class IVb, showing a crowned Heraclonas, to 636/637, since he 
interprets the field letter I as an indiction of the number ten. However, this dating is problematic since it is not in accordance with 
historical sources which date Heraclonas’ coronation as Augustus in 638 and his public acclamation in 639 (DOC 2/1:224 Table 
20 and 260, No. 38).
** Coins of this class in our database are badly preserved. This specimen is taken from:
http://www.vcoins.com/ancient/davidconnors/store/viewItem.asp?idProduct=19307
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another innovation during the reign of Heraclius was the introduction in 616 of 
a new silver denomination, the hexagram. The coin (6.75g equivalent to 1/12 of a 
solidus), depicts the seated figures of the Emperor together with his eldest son Hera-
clius constantine and on the reverse a cross on steps.17 as mentioned, not a single 
specimen has so far been discovered in israel.
The huge amounts of money needed to finance Heraclius’ military campaigns 
find expression in the increase in the volume of coins in circulation, as reflected by 
quantities of coin finds at sites and in hoards (see chapter 4.3.8).18 The state treasury 
had been emptied by the wars, and the shortage of raw materials for producing new 
coins demanded taking extreme steps such as borrowing large amounts of gold and 
silver, bronze statues, and other wealth from the church. These metals were melted 
to produce cash and pay the troops (stratos i:126 and n5 and 259-261; hendy 1985: 
231; 494-495; greatrex and lieu 2002:198, who date taking these steps to year 
622).19 another consequence of the shortage of copper for issuing new coin was the 
increasing popularity of practices such as clipping, overstriking, and countermark-
ing older coins (Fig. 141; Morrisson 2002:929). some of the operations involved 
in these procedures would have been interpreted as illegal during the fifth and sixth 
centuries, but now they became official imperial initiatives imposed by the general 
cash crisis.
   
    
Fig. 141. Coins of Heraclius showing traces of clipping,
countermarking, and overstriking (Caesarea IAA 61722 and 61739)
As mentioned, the political and financial instability had direct consequences on 
coinage, both in mint activity and fluctuations in the weight of the follis. a number 
of eastern mints had interruptions in their activity at intervals after the cites they 
were located in were occupied by the Persians (antioch, Nicomedia, cyzicus, and 
Thessalonica). alexandria continued minting under Persian occupation from 619 to 
17 For the historical and financial circumstances that led to the introduction of the hexagram, see 
hendy 1985:494-495 and greatrex and lieu 2002:196.
18 For a discussion of the relationship between money and the army during the reign of Heraclius, 
see Kaegi 1992:34-39.
19 see also Kaegi 2003:272-275, citing other instances when Heraclius applied these measures 
during his last years of reign.
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628. On the other hand, in response to military needs, temporary imperial mints were 
opened in constantia in cyprus (609-610 and again in 626-629), alexandretta in 
syria (609-610), seleucia in isauria (615-619), Jerusalem (c.608-614), and cherson 
(615-629). Minting continued as usual in six different mints in the West: carthage, 
rome, ravenna, catania, syracuse, and carthagena (Morrisson 2002:913). eventu-
ally, due to a policy decision, around 629/630 most of the coin production in the east 
was centralized in constantinople (hendy 1985:414-420).
in terms of weight standard, the follis kept the weight of 11g it had under Phocas 
during the first years of Heraclius’ reign. However, in 615/616 with the Persian inva-
sion in asia Minor, it dropped to 8g-9g (greatrex and lieu 2002:196). in 624/625, 
during Heraclius’ reconquest campaign, the weight of the follis was reduced to 
almost half, c.5g. During the years 629-631, due to the relative political stability 
gained by Heraclius after the victory over the Persians, the weight standard was re-
verted. By means of monetary reform, the follis was restored to its former weight of 
11g, but this heavy standard was difficult to maintain and a last reduction took place 
in 631/632 that halved the weight of the follis again until the end of the reign (DOC 
2/1:24-26).
4.3.4 gold coinage
Coin finds and hoards show that during the reign of Heraclius the influx of gold 
coinage – especially of solidi – into Palestine increased significantly. This picture 
corresponds to the general situation in the eastern part of the empire as shown by 
Morrisson, who establishes a correlation between the number of dies estimated for 
the solidi of constantinople during the seventh century and the historical context, 
indicating an annual production that doubled itself during Heraclius’ critical years 
of war.20
a total of 654 gold coins of Heraclius are registered in our database (Table 72). 
With few exceptions they are all part of two large seventh-century hoards: the Bet 
she’an Youth Hostel hoard, where out of 751 solidi 382 are coins of Heraclius (bi-
jovsKy 2002), and the Giv‘ati hoard from Jerusalem, composed in its entirety by 264 
solidi of Heraclius (bijovsKy 2010a). all coins of the latter hoard belong to an un-
published variety that i attribute to the mint of Jerusalem operating sometime during 
the years 610-614; these coins will be discussed in detail separately (chapter 4.3.7). 
all the other gold coins of Heraclius in our records were minted in constantinople.
20 Her estimations are c.1,430,000 solidi for the period 610-632 compared with c.840,000 solidi 
for the reign of Phocas (602-610) and 750,000 solidi for the following decade of Heraclius’ reign, 
632-641 (Morrisson 2002:937). 
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Table 72. Gold coins of Heraclius in our database
Site Type Denom. Mint Date IAA/ Ref. Total
Jerusalem, Giv’ati Par-
king hoard
New type solidus Jerusalem c.610-614 bijovsKy 2010a:Nos. 1-264 264
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ia solidus constantinople 610-613
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 96-97 2
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ib solidus constantinople 610-613
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 98-99 2
caesarea, insula W2s3 tremissis constantinople 610-613? 61919 1
Bet she’an, lady Mary’s 
monastery hoard solidus constantinople 610-613
Fitzgerald 1939: 
Nos. 8-9 2
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii a(a) solidus constantinople 613-616
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 100-104 5
Bet she’an,Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii a(b) solidus constantinople 613-616
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 105-108 4
Bet she’an,Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii a( c) solidus constantinople 613-616
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 109 1
Bet she’an, lady Mary’s 
monastery hoard class ii solidus constantinople 613-616
Fitzgerald 1939: 
No. 10 1
Ḥ. Rimmon, isolated find tremissis constantinople 613-641 10959 1
caesarea, insula W2s3 tremissis constantinople 613-641 62234 1
capernaum, synagogue 
hoard l817 class ii solidus constantinople 616-625
callegher 1997:
Nos. 1-2 2
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii B(f) solidus constantinople 616-625
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 110-208 99
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii B(g) solidus constantinople 616-625
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 209-220 12
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii B(i) solidus constantinople 616-625
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 221 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii B(j) solidus constantinople 616-625
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 222-223 2
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard
class ii B  
(uncertain) solidus constantinople 616-625
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 224-226 3
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii c(m) solidus constantinople 625-629
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 227-245 32
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class ii c(o) solidus constantinople 625-629
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 246-258 13
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iii (a) solidus constantinople 629-631
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 259-305 47
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iii ( c) solidus constantinople 629-631
bijovsKy 2002: 
No. 306 1
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Site Type Denom. Mint Date IAA/ Ref. Total
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iii (e) solidus constantinople 629-631
bijovsKy 2002: 
No. 307 1
capernaum, synagogue 
hoard l817 class iii solidus constantinople 629-631
callegher 1997: 
No. 3 1
Jerusalem, Kenyon 
excavations BMC Byz:46-49 solidus constantinople 629-641
reece et al. 
2008:418 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard
hybrid class iiia 
and iV a(a) solidus constantinople 632?
bijovsKy 2002: 
No. 308 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV a(a) solidus constantinople 632-635
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 309-336 28
Ḥammat Gader class iV a solidus constantinople 635/636 barKay 1997:No. 99 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV a(b) solidus constantinople 635/636?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 337-338 2
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV a(c) solidus constantinople 635/636?
bijovsKy 2002: 
No. 339 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV a(d) solidus constantinople 636/637?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 340-354 15
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV a(e) solidus constantinople 636/637?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 355-357 3
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(g) solidus constantinople 637/638?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 358-377 20
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(h) solidus constantinople 637/638?
bijovsKy 2002: 
No. 378 1
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(i) solidus constantinople 637/638?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 379-383 5
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(j) solidus constantinople 638/639
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 384-407 24
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(k) solidus constantinople 638/639?
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 408-413 6
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(l) solidus constantinople 639?-641
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 414-461 48
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(m) solidus constantinople 639?-641
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 462-472 11
Bet she’an, Youth Hostel 
hoard class iV B(n) solidus constantinople 639?-641
bijovsKy 2002: 
Nos. 473-477 5
TOTAL 654
With the exception of three tremisses, all coins are solidi; no semisses have been 
recorded in our database. Solidi show the portraits or figures of Heraclius and his 
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sons (they vary according to the class) on the obverse and a cross on steps on the 
reverse. Fractions show the imperial profile bust on the obverse; the semissis shows 
a cross on globe as reverse type, and the tremissis a simple cross. This iconography 
was adopted until the end of the seventh century. it should be noted that no light 
weight solidi of Heraclius are registered in our database.
Most particular to Heraclius’ gold coinage is the characteristic portraiture as de-
veloped through classes i-V (Table 71). The change in coin types reflects the politi-
cal associations of Heraclius with his sons Heraclius constantine and Heraclonas 
during his long reign (e.g. dates of their coronation as Augusti). Physical features 
such as beards and crowns are depicted in detail and reflect the rank of each member 
of the royal family during each period of time. By comparing these portraits together 
with the dated bronzes of Heraclius, Grierson classifies the solidi minted in constan-
tinople into four main classes (see Table 71; grierson 1959a:145; DOC 2/1:221-
225). each class was then divided into sub-categories according to minor variations 
in the obverse types, legends, and field marks on the reverses.21
The breakdown of the solidi minted in constantinople in our database into classes 
is shown in Fig. 143. in addition, the contents of four other gold hoards discov-
ered in israel which contain coins of Heraclius will be included in this discussion: 
Ḥ. Kab (Fig. 142 left; syon 2000-2002:211-224); Ginnegar (unpublished), rehob 
(Paltiel 1968-1969:101-106 and bijovsKy 2012:147-158), and shoham (Fig. 142 right; 
bijovsKy Shoham).
   
 
Fig. 142. Left: Ḥ Kab hoard; right: Shoham hoard I
21 These marks consist of letters and symbols (star, cross, monogram) placed on the reverse either on 
the fields flanking the cross motif, at the end of the inscription, or after the mintmark CONOB (DOC 
2/1:111-115). Their use is more common during this period than on sixth-century gold coinage. some 
of them are used to identify light weight solidi. it is not certain whether they refer to dates, officina 
marks, different consigments of coins, etc. 
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Fig. 143. Breakdown of the solidi of Heraclius minted in Constantinople
 registered in our database by classes (I–IV)
a. 
Class I (dated to 610-613)
Solidi show a portrait of young Heraclius in the fashion of that of his predecessor 
Phocas, especially in the use of the crown with pendilia. a plume, however, is added 
to the crown behind the cross. No field or exergue marks are used in this class.
Despite Grierson’s statement that coins of this group are quite common in hoards 
buried during the Persian and avar invasions early in Heraclius’ reign (grierson 
1959a:142), this series is almost nonexistent in israel. Only four coins are registered 
in our database, two from the Bet she’an Youth Hostel hoard and two from the 
lady Mary Monastery hoard at the same locality (Table 72). No coins of this class 
were included in the four additional hoards from israel mentioned above.22 This fact 
should be considered when discussing the effects of the Persian invasion of Palestine 
on coin hoarding (see chapter 4.3.7 and chapter 4.5).
22 interestingly, neither were solidi from this class included in the limassol (Molos) hoard from cy-
prus (nicolaou and MetcalF 2007).
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b. 
Class II (dated to 613-629)
Solidi show the facing busts of Heraclius and his son Heraclius constantine. This 
class includes three sub-classes as described in Table 71, presenting a variety of field 
and exergue marks on the reverse. Grierson attests that class ii was issued in great 
quantities over a long period of time and, therefore, it is quite common, adding that 
“the circumstances of the Persian invasion would have ensured their large-scale sur-
vival” (DOC 2/1:223). in other words, according to the evidence from our database, 
it seems that despite the Persian occupation, gold coinage continued to flow into the 
region. in our database, there are162 solidi of this class; another 23 of the 49 solidi 
in the shoham i hoard belong to this series as well. However, when estimating the 
number of coins per year, figures are not particularly high (10.125 coins per year). 
a number of officina combinations on solidi of class ii from the Bet she’an Youth 
Hostel and shoham i hoards are not confirmed from other assemblages or are rather 
unusual (bijovsKy 2002:164-165; bijovsKy Shoham: Nos. 20, 23-24).
c. 
Class III (dated to 629-631)
Solidi show the facing busts of Heraclius with long beard and young Heraclius con-
stantine. according to Grierson, this class was a short issue, and therefore coins are 
less common than those of classes ii and iV.23 Figures from our database reflect a 
different picture. Fifty coins of this series are registered in our database, representing 
an estimation of 25 coins per year. coins of this class are also numerous in the hoards 
of shoham (20 specimens) and rehob (15 specimens). a similar picture will be 
described regarding the copper coinage struck during these years. as will be further 
explained below, the reason for the sudden rise in quantities is most certainly related 
to Heraclius’ visit to Palestine in 630.
Worthy of mention among the types of class iii is a coin showing the combination 
VT at the end of the reverse legend (bijovsKy Shoham: No. 43). This belongs to an 
anomalous group featured by the letter T and known particularly from the limassol 
(Molos) hoard. This specific variant, however, does not appear in Limassol, but is 
known indeed from the Nikertai hoard.24
23 Grierson noticed the predominance of class iii at the limassol (Molos) hoard (grierson 1959a:  
143-144. see the publication of this hoard in nicolaou and MetcalF (2007:413-419, Nos. 43-138).
24 This variant supports the attribution to the sixth officina (Morrisson 1972:73, No. 212). For dis-
cussion of this group at the limassol (Molos) hoard, see grierson 1959a:147 and nicolaou and Met-
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d. 
Class IV (dated to 632-641)
Solidi present a number of innovations: a new obverse type showing Heraclius 
flanked by his two sons, standing facing with no obverse inscription. instead, the 
monogram of Heraclius @ is introduced on the reverse (first on the right field, later 
on the left field). In addition, a larger number of letters than in the previous classes 
appear as field and exergue marks. The letters on the right field that appear in class 
iVa(d) and iVB(f-k) are apparently indiction dates, equivalent to the years 636/637 
to 638/639. according to Fig. 143 this is the most plentiful issue, spread over a peri-
od of almost a decade. in terms of totals of coins, 171 specimens are recorded in our 
database with increasing numbers towards the end of Heraclius’ reign (from 637/638 
onwards). With one exception (Ḥammat Gader, barKay 1997:291, No. 99), they all 
come from the Bet she’an Youth Hostel hoard. The totals in our database provide an 
estimation of 17 coins per year. Class IV is also predominant at the Ḥ. Kab hoard (16 
coins), indicating that many issues of this class remained in circulation during the 
second half of the seventh century, long after the arab conquest in 640.
Two solidi from our records constitute a very unusual type (bijovsKy Shoham: 
No. 45 and Bet she’an Youth Hostel, bijovsKy 2002:203, No. 308). These coins are 
a hybrid type which combines the obverse of class iii(a) and the reverse of class 
iVa(a). consequently, the coins cannot be dated before 632, when coins of class iV 
were first introduced, but neither can they be attributed after that year, since class 
iV marks the addition of Heraclonas to the obverse of the solidi. This hybrid type, 
however, is already known in numismatic literature (DOC 2/1:257, No. 32).
The practice of altered dies showing superimposed officina letters that was no-
ticed in the discussion about gold coins of Phocas (chapter 4.2.3, Fig. 132) appears 
in at least two solidi of Heraclius from the Bet she’an Youth Hostel hoard.25 This 
phenomenon – among others – denotes that officina letters were not part of the origi-
nal dies but were added later.26
Worthy of mention among the tremisses in our database is an isolated coin from 
Ḥ. Rimmon found under the floor of the synagogue dated to the final phase of oc-
cupation of the building (phase Vii, iaa 10959).
calF 2007:408-409 and Nos. 108, 131-137.
25 see bijovsKy 2002:196, No. 177 where the original Δ was replaced by a Z and 201, No. 269 
where the officina A was changed into a Γ. 
26 Different letter sizes or large spaces between the reverse inscription and the officina mark are oth-
er signs that support the same conclusion. 
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4.3.5 coPPer coinage
as seen in Table 71, copper coinage of Heraclius is divided into a number of series 
which roughly parallel the chronology of the gold coinage classes. Despite the typo-
logical differences, coin identification is not always easy. A considerable number of 
Heraclius’ coins are either poorly preserved or have been mutilated due to clipping, 
overstriking, and countermarking. as a result, many of the coins gathered in our 
database from published numismatic reports and unpublished excavated material are 
simply recorded as “Heraclius” and are dated to the entire reign, 610-641, since no 
further distinction of classes could be made.
The political and military events during Heraclius’ reign had a direct impact on 
copper coinage, especially affecting its weight standard and iconography. in terms of 
mints, most coins in our database were issued in Constantinople, thus reflecting the 
process of centralization in mint production accomplished up to 629/630. after this 
date the only operating mints of copper coinage in the east were constantinople and 
alexandria. The other eastern mints – Thessalonica, Nicomedia, and cyzicus – inter-
rupted their activity at intervals during the reign of Heraclius; this is noticeable in the 
evidence from our database, as will be explained below. From all known temporary 
mints of imperial copper that operated during the reign of Heraclius, only coins of 
Jerusalem – namely the local mint – were intended for circulation in Palestine (see 
chapter 4.3.7).27
a very unusual type of follis of Heraclius, dated to years 25 and 26 – 634/635 
and 635/636 respectively – has been attributed to a temporary mint called Neapolis, 
associated to a location either in cyprus or Palestine (MIB 3:110 and 140, Nos. X23-
X24; donald 1986:116 and 1987:151; de roever 1991:146; noesKe 2000a:110; 
Foss 2008:14-15).28 even though all four specimens discussed by Donald were ob-
tained in cyprus where a town of that name existed (donald 1986:116 and donald 
1987:151, n3), scholars still prefer an attribution to Neapolis (Nablus) in Palestine, 
arguing that this location probably functioned as a temporary mint during the years 
 
27 Foss claims that coins struck in cyprus in 626-629 are often found in the levant more frequently 
than in cyprus itself, indicating that they were perhaps transferred to the levant with troops coming 
from the island (Foss 2008:17). To the best of my knowledge, no coins of this series, however, are 
registered in our database or have been published in coin reports from excavations in israel.
28 The obverse shows Heraclius and Heraclius constantine as they usually appear on class 5, with 
a K between heads and no legend. There are three sub-types of reverse, all depicting the Heraclian 
monogram above the M: the earliest shows the mintmark CON and a Є as officina mark (donald 
1987:151); the second the officina mark N (MIB 3:No. X23); and in the third the mintmark is changed 
to NEA and the officina mark to A (MIB 3:No. X24).
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of the arab conquest (de roever 1991:146; Foss 2008:15).29 as in the case of Jeru-
salem (chapter 4.3.7), no coins had been struck in this city since roman times. The 
main difficulty accepting the suggestion that the mint’s location was in Palestine, 
however, is that not even a single coin of this type is recorded in our database, and 
no specimens are known from excavations either in Nablus itself or in other sites in 
samaria, such as Mount Gerizim.30 since, in my opinion, the issue of provenance 
seems to be crucial when trying to attribute this type to a certain location, it seems 
more plausible that these coins were produced in cyprus. De roever’s suggestion 
that the coins were issued in Neapolis/Nablus but eventually transferred to cyprus 
by local inhabitants fleeing into the island from the Arab occupation of Palestine has 
no solid basis.
a. 
Typology of the mint of Constantinople
Of a total of 417 copper coins of Heraclius registered in our database, 216 are folles, 
principally from constantinople, but also in smaller numbers from Nicomedia, cy-
zicus, and Thessalonica (Table 73). six classes have been discerned for the coins 
minted in constantinople (Table 71). as with gold coinage, the obverses of the cop-
per coins of Heraclius reflect chronological changes in the status of the imperial 
family. The earliest class dated to 610-613 depicts the bust of Heraclius as a young 
man, similar to the gold coins. While gold coins of this period have not been found 
in israel, copper coins minted in constantinople from these years – class 1 – are rep-
resented, although in small numbers (21 specimens; of them two coins are part of the 
Marasas hoard K28967 and i28968; see Fig. 167). Despite the common assumption 
that coins of this series were usually overstruck on coins of Phocas, most coins in our 
database seem to be struck on new flans. Many of them, however, were eventually 
countermarked in order to revalidate them and prolong their circulation.
Coins of class 2, dated to 613/614-615/616, show the standing figures of Herac-
lius and Heraclius constantine wearing chlamys. This series was struck at the time 
the Persian invasion to syria, Palestine, and asia Minor was completed. Despite 
this fact, when compared to the previous series, it seems that there was no serious 
decrease in the influx of new Byzantine copper coinage into the provinces of Palaes-
tinae Prima and Secunda (Fig. 167). coins of class 2 are represented in our database 
29 another specimen was published by Phillips as part of the s hoard of syrian origin (PhilliPs 
2007:6, Fig. 3).
30 Information provided with the help of Liora Kleinberg, curator at the Staff Officer of Archaeolo-
gy, civil administration of Judea and samaria. 
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in similar quantities as the previous class – 26 coins; only one specimen was part of 
a hoard (Bet she’an iii iaa 118202). Both classes still maintain the weight standard 
of the follis around 11g.
coins of class 3, dated to years 7-14, namely 616/617-623/624, show empress 
Martina joining the emperor and son Heraclius constantine; due to the lack of space 
there is no obverse legend. according to Grierson, coins of this class are extremely 
rare, denoting a reduction in minting (DOC 2/2:227). This class was issued at the 
time egypt had fallen into Persian hands and Heraclius was starting the organization 
of his counter-attack. Only 14 coins of this series, all isolated finds, are registered 
in our database, indicating a probable relative decrease in coin influx. Coins of year 
10 – 619/620 – are more frequent, a phenomenon noted by others (Fig. 167 and 
PhilliPs 2004:21).31 it is to this year that some scholars attribute the loan of gold, 
silver, bronze statues, and other wealth from the church that Heraclius received from 
sergius, Patriarch of constantinople, in order to be melted and raise cash to pay the 
army (stratos i:126 and n5 and 259-261; hendy 1985: 231; 494-495).
These same cash needs seem to have provoked a drastic decrease of about half 
the weight of the standard of the follis that took place with the introduction of class 
4 in year 15 (624/625) and issued until year 19 (628/629). in addition, typological 
changes appear on the reverse of the coins of class 4: a large Heraclian monogram 
appears to the left of the M, and the ANNO is moved above the value mark. This 
series was issued during Heraclius’ military campaign against the Persians. Twenty-
two coins of class 4 are registered in our database (Fig. 167), all isolated finds, a 
relatively large number considering that the area was under Persian control.
The early phase of class 5, named here 5a, is dated from 629/630 to 630/631 
(years 20-21) commemorating the Byzantine victory over the Persians. The capture 
of the Persian treasury and the influx of gold to Constantinople allowed the imple-
mentation of a monetary reform that, on the one hand, dramatically reduced the 
number of operating mints, centralizing most of coin production in constantinople 
and, on the other, restored the weight of the follis to the value of class 1 of Heraclius, 
c.11g, the same standard issued from the end of the sixth-beginning of the seventh 
centuries.32 To consecrate this event, the obverse of this series depicted the images 
of the emperor in military dress and Heraclius Constantine (flanked by the imperial 
monogram and the letter K) (hendy 1985:417-418). This class is without doubt the 
most plentiful found in israel; 88 coins are registered in our database; interestingly 
they are all isolated finds, indicating their wide circulation. This great quantity is not 
31 The same pattern is noticed about coins minted in Thessalonica, see below.
32 Kaegi claims that when Heraclius returned to constantinople by mid-631, he celebrated the 
triumph by distributing largesse to the people and by ordering an annual subsidy to be given to the 
church in order to reimburse his earlier debts (Kaegi 2003:215).
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coincidental and should be related to Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem in March 630 (see 
chapter 4.3.8). Besides the folles and half folles, 3/4 folles (equivalent to 30 nummi) 
marked by the letter Λ were issued only during year 20. Four specimens of this de-
nomination from constantinople are registered in our database, three from the JecM 
excavations in caesarea (derose evans 2006:199, Nos. 2652-2654) and one from 
excavations at Mandelbaum Gate, Jerusalem (iaa 136635).
The effects of the reform lasted only for two years and although the type remains 
unchanged, coins of the later phase of class 5, named here 5b (years 22-29, from 
631/632 to 638/639) decreased again to half of their weight.33 While gold coins of 
this period already depicted the image of Heraclonas, he was not included on the 
copper series. On the other hand, the variety of field marks noticed on the gold coin-
age finds a similar expression in the copper series, where diverse symbols and mono-
grams above the mark of value M were introduced (DOC 2/1:228-229). Phillips 
suggests that very few coins were issued between years 26 and 30 (PhilliPs 2007:4). 
Nevertheless, 45 coins of this period are registered in our database (only one from a 
hoard, ashqelon underwater survey iaa 88430), evidence of the Byzantine presence 
in the area during the last years of re-occupation.
class 6 was issued during the last two years of reign from 639/640 to 640/641 
(years 30-31), a crucial period for Palestine which fell definitively under Arab con-
trol. There was a change on the obverse type which, similar to the contemporary gold 
class, now included Heraclonas, as recognition of his co-emperorship. unlike the 
gold, however, Heraclius dressed in military clothes stood between his two sons. The 
weight standard of the follis remained around 5g. No half folles are known from this 
series. Only 13 coins of this class are registered in our database, all isolated finds; 
this is a relatively low number which may reflect the difficulties in coin supply to 
Palestine during those years.
Out of 84 half folles of Heraclius registered in our database, 70 have been attrib-
uted to the mint of constantinople, although attributions are rather problematic.34 in 
any case, the cyclical decline in the weight of the follis implied that “practically no 
half folles were then struck” (DOC 2/1:229). likewise, minor fractions of the follis 
such as the decanummia are extremely rare finds and only one coin is registered in 
our database (caesarea iaa 84792; type DOC 2/1:278, No. 75a).
33 For the reduction of imperial expenses on the army in 632 see Kaegi 2003:221-222.
34 since half folles of Heraclius minted in constantinople, Nicomedia, and cyzicus bear no mint-
marks, mint attribution is usually established by style of types and by dates. as stated by Grierson, 
those coins dated to the late 610s and after 629/630 must be from constantinople since the other two 
mints were closed during those years. 
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b. 
Typology of other mints
Thessalonica: seven coins of Heraclius from this mint are registered in our data-
base. in general, types follow the class patterns described for constantinople. With 
two exceptions, all coins were discovered in caesarea; three of them are half folles 
and interestingly, they are all dated to year 10, 619/620 (iaa 118042 and derose 
evans 2006:197, Nos. 2620-2621). in general, output decreased after 618 when 
Thessalonica was under siege by the avars, so the higher incidence of coins bearing 
this date (noticed as well in constantinople) is remarkable. another half follis dated 
to 618/619 is illustrated in Fig. 144 right; it was selected because of its complete 
round flan and extremely good fabric (caesarea iaa 61750). although the circle of 
pellets on the borders in our coin is missing (off flan), it seems that it has the same 
pair of dies in common with another specimen published by Grierson (DOC 2/1:312, 
No. 144.1); both coins suggest that the issue of half folles during that year was of 
fine execution.35 Worthy of mention is a follis discovered in apollonia dated to year 4 
– 613/614 – which still shows the frontal bust obverse typical to class 1 (iaa 117243, 
Fig. 144 left). This variant was published by Hahn (MIB 3:no. 217). The mint of 
Thessalonica was closed in 630/631 after taking part in the monetary reform of year 
20 of Heraclius.36
     
Fig. 144. Follis (left, Apollonia IAA 117243) and half follis
 (right, Caesarea 61750) of Heraclius minted in Thessalonica
Cyzicus: The mint stopped functioning temporarily in 614/615 to be reopened from 
625/626 until 629/630 when it was permanently closed. eight coins of this mint are 
registered in our database; with the exception of one half follis, they are all folles (H. 
35 Grierson writes about this coin: “a most surprising piece for the largeness and regularity of the 
flan, the completeness of the inscription, and the clearness of the type.” It is not possible to establish, 
however, any direct connection between the siege of the city by the Avars and the fine level of execu-
tion of this issue.
36 The last coin of the s hoard (the preliminary report published by Phillips) is in fact a follis of Her-
aclius from Thessalonica dated to year 31, namely 640/641 (PhilliPs 2007:5-6 and Fig. 1). assuming 
that the coin is genuine, then it was issued ten years after the mint was closed.
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Qana iaa 87324). None of these coins postdates year 4, namely 613/614. Folles of 
class 1 depict the frontal bust obverse with three pellets on the upper band of the cui-
rass which became characteristic of this mint. also worthy of mention is a follis from 
hoard Bet she’an iii (Fig. 145 iaa 118202) which is dated to year 4, and therefore 
it is expected that it would depict the obverse of two figures characteristic to class 2. 
However, it depicts the frontal bust of class 1. coins of this type have been published 
by Grierson who considers them mules, the moneyers using old obverse dies in stock 
together with the earliest reverse of the new series (DOC 2/1:323, No. 170).
Fig. 145. Mule follis of Heraclius from Cyzicus dated to 613/614 (Bet She’an III hoard IAA 118202)
Nicomedia: The mint stopped functioning temporarily in 617/618 to be reopened 
from 625/626 until 629/630 when it was permanently closed. Thirteen coins are 
registered in our database; all of them are folles of class 1, meaning that no coins in 
our database postdate year 612/613 (Fig. 146, Martyrius Monastery hoard, K28967).
Fig. 146. Follis of Heraclius minted in Nicomedia dated to 610-613
 (Martyrius Monastery hoard K28967)
Sicily: With the exception of a single coin found in sicily, no other coins from 
western mints operating during the reign of Heraclius are registered in our database. 
The sicilian coin is a follis discovered at the Hall of the Fountains in Ḥammat Gader 
(Fig. 147, barKay 1997:287, No. 70) and belongs to a type dated c.620, counter-
marked either in syracuse or catania (DOC 2/1:352-353, No. 241). it is in fact a 
worn sixth-century follis (Justinian i?) bearing a countermark with the frontal bust 
and monogram of Heraclius on the obverse and a countermark with the inscription 
SCLs (worn) on the reverse. according to Grierson (1967:296), many old sixth-
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century folles remained in circulation in sicily and were eventually countermarked 
by Heraclius similarly to those countermarked in caesarea (see chapter 4.3.6).
Fig. 147. Follis bearing Sicilian countermarks of Heraclius (Ḥammat Gader, Barkay 1997:No. 70)
Alexandria: This mint went through a series of upheavals during the reign of Hera-
clius that apparently deeply affected the style and character of its copper coinage. it 
was reopened after a hiatus during the reign of Phocas (chapter 4.2.4). in 618/619 
egypt was occupied by the Persians until the Byzantine reconquest in 629. in 639 the 
arabs invaded egypt, and alexandria was conquered in 642. The minting of dode-
canummia, hexanummia, and the very rare 3 nummi was resumed apparently in 610 
but no coins are confidently attributed to the period prior to 613.
copper coinage consisted of very thick coins of poor fabric and variable weights, 
which, except for the fact that the nomenclature of the local denominations (I+B, 
S and Γ nummi) was continued, have hardly anything in common with the previ-
ous imperial alexandrian issues. several types of dodecanummia and hexanummia 
are attributed to the reign of Heraclius. However, instead of the traditional imperial 
profile bust, these coins depict different types of obverse portraits which, following 
the chronological order of the constantinopolitan solidi, have been roughly dated 
by Phillips (1962). With very few exceptions, most scholars agree with Phillips’ 
original proposal for internal chronology of the series.37. in terms of typology, the 
dodecanummia present nine different variants against only three types of hexanum-
mia. But in terms of quantities, the predominant denomination during the time of 
Heraclius based on finds in Israel is not the former but rather the latter: 82 hexanum-
mia are registered in our database against only 31 dodecanummia. This constitutes 
a phenomenon without precedent in previous reigns. This picture, however is not 
exclusive to Israel, but also reflects the proportions in alexandria itself. For instance, 
of all coins of Heraclius minted in alexandria in the collection of the Graeco-roman 
Museum in the city, 933 are hexanummia against only 79 dodecanummia (abd el-
raouF abbas 2005:340, Table 1).38 The reason for this preference remains unknown. 
37 MIB 3:112-115; DOC 2/1:233-234 and for doMaszewicz and bates 2002, see below.
38 Moreover, the totals of coins at the museum collection dated to the reign of Heraclius are dis-
proportionate when compared to those of his predecessors. Out of 1,139 Byzantine coins, 1,012 are 
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However, this may be an indication for a continuous need for small change of that 
specific small size (see below), since in terms of module, the hexanummia took the 
place of the former dodecanummia.
   
Fig. 148. Heraclian dodecanummia dated to 613-618, class 1 
(Left: Mount Gerizim K22282; right: Bet She’an Youth Hostel IAA 87899)
Class 1: Fourteen Heraclian dodecanummia in our database belong to Grierson’s 
earliest series, which depicts the busts of the emperor and his son Heraclius con-
stantine surrounded by a shortened blundered inscription. This group is therefore 
dated from 613 – when this obverse type was first introduced on gold coins – to 618, 
the time of the Persian conquest (DOC 2/1:334-335, class 1, No. 189). The reverse 
depicts a cross potent on two steps between the IB (Fig. 148 left). it should be noted 
that only one coin from our records belongs to the variant presenting the cross stand-
ing above the letter N (Bet she’an Youth Hostel iaa 87899 (Fig. 148 right) and 
DOC 2/1:335, class 1, No. 190). Based mainly on metrological considerations, the 
hexanummia, which bear a cross on steps surrounded by a blundered inscription and 
the letter S within a thick circular border on the reverse, have been attributed to class 
1 dated to 613-618 as well (PhilliPs 1962:228; DOC 2/1:340-341, class 1, No. 198). 
seventy-three hexanummia of this class are registered in our database, constituting 
the largest group of this denomination. They differ greatly in size and weight sug-
gesting that there were probably two different modules, although this is difficult to 
ascertain (see DOC 2/1:340-341, see No. 198.1 of 4.12g and 17mm compared to No. 
198.8 of 2.28g and 12mm).
   
Fig. 149. Overstruck Heraclian hexanummia dated to 613-618
 (Left: Ashqelon north quarters IAA 124823; right: Mount Gerizim IAA K22955)
interestingly, 12 of the hexanummia of class 1 in our database are badly over-
struck, most of them on imitative dodecanummia dated to 602-610 (Fig. 149 left); 
attributed to Heraclius while the other 127 (97 dodecanummia and 30 hexanummia) are attributed to 
the reigns of anastasius i to constans ii. 
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one specimen seems to be overstruck on a dodecanummium of Tiberius ii (Fig. 149 
right). This phenomenon, noticed by Derose evans in her report of coins from 
caesarea (2006:22 and Nos. 2683-2684, 2690-2691, 2693, 2697-2698 and 2707), is 
well-attested from finds in egypt (bendall 1980:441; abd el-raouF abbas 2005). 
according to abd el-raouf abbas, 133 coins at the Graeco-roman Museum in al-
exandria are overstrikes of this type, their weights ranging from c.4g to c.1g; some 
specimens are even overstruck on cast coins (e.g. abd el-raouF abbas 2005:354, 
Fig. 3, No. 106). In her opinion, these overstrikes reflect the implications of the re-
ductions in copper coinage that took place during the reign of Heraclius reflecting an 
inflation of fifty per cent in egypt. she therefore ascribes the overstrikes to 629/630 
as an attempt to return to the heavier weight standard of Heraclius’ early years of 
reign (abd el-raouF abbas 2005:342-343). However, this relatively late date is 
problematic since one can assume that by 629/630, alexandria was already reoc-
cupied by the Byzantines and older dodecanummia from previous reigns were no 
longer in circulation, and, if they were, this was only in small numbers. in my opin-
ion, given the wide scope of overstriking, it seems more plausible that it took place 
during the early years of Heraclius’ reign, when large quantities of dodecanummia 
from preceding periods were still available. assuming that these old dodecanummia 
were used as undertypes, they corresponded in weight to the new heavier standard of 
hexanummia introduced by Heraclius in alexandria early in his reign.39 in this case, 
attributing those overstruck types and class 1 hexanummia of the small module to the 
period 610-613 is also possible.40
a hoard of unknown provenance containing 200 dodecanummia – 199 coins of 
class 1 – was published by Goodwin, who suggests the source for this hoard is egypt 
or israel (goodwin 2003:355-357).41 in a second hoard of 69 hexanummia published 
by Bendall (1980:441), all the coins – with the exception of a rare coin of this type 
attributed to Justin ii – belong to the cross on steps type of Heraclius dated to 613-
618; the hoard includes a number of overstrikes on dodecanummia undertypes.
Class 2: a group of 12 dodecanummia in our database belongs to Grierson’s class 2. 
These coins show a facing beardless bust flanked by a star on the left and a crescent 
on the right on their obverse, and a cross on globe flanking the IB on the reverse 
39 The selection of the undertypes is quite expected, since both denominations were very close in 
weight standard. according to abd el-raouf abbas, the average weight of what she calls “Phocas 12 
nummia” is 2.68g while the average weight of Heraclius’ overstruck hexanummia is 2.13g (abd el-
raouF abbas 2005:343).
40 since the obverse of the hexanummium depicts a cross instead of a portrait, it is not possible to 
attribute it to a certain period of time within Heraclius’ reign based solely on iconography.
41 The additional coin seems to belong to Maurice Tiberius.
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(Fig. 150 upper row; DOC 2/1:336-337, class 2, Nos. 191-192). The coins vary 
greatly in module, but they are usually heavy, sometimes double the weight of class 
1. Based on the iconography of the obverse image, scholars have attributed this 
type to the period of Persian occupation, 618-628, arguing that the series was struck 
to celebrate the victory over the Byzantines (the obverse bust is chosroes ii him-
self?, PhilliPs 1962:230-231; greatrex and lieu 2002:196-197). This suggestion 
was widely accepted until recently. Based on strong style, fabric, and metrological 
differences from the other groups of dodecanummia related to Heraclius, the attribu-
tion to the period of the Persian occupation was rejected by Domaszewicz and Bates 
(2002:100-102). However, since these scholars fail to suggest an alternative date for 
the striking of this series, i adopt the traditional dates.42
a group of very rare hexanummia bearing a palm tree might well belong to the 
same period – 618-628 – as suggested by Phillips (1962:232). although Grierson 
prefers a later date, from 629 to 641, he agrees that the type could likewise be as-
signed to the time of the Persian invasion. Only two coins of this type are registered 
in our database, one from Tell ashqelon (l504, B11176) and the other from Jeru-
salem, the city of David, area N (Fig. 150 lower row, iaa 115026). interestingly, 
three local imitations of this type, overstruck on roman Provincial coins of severus 
alexander (222-235) minted in caesarea, were recorded by the author.43
   
Fig. 150. Heraclian issues from Alexandria dated to 618-628, class 2. Above: dodecanummia 
(Caesarea, IAA 61827 and 31567) and below hexanummium (Jerusalem, City of David area N IAA 115026)
42 Based on the motifs of the star and crescent, which also appear on folles of anastasius i dated 
to 512-518, Domaszewicz and Bates suggest that the coins might have been struck by this emperor 
who, so far, has no coinage attributed to the mint of alexandria. in my opinion this association is not 
convincing; the clumsy dodecanummia of the group under discussion is completely different in style 
from Anastasius I’s fine coins. 
43 The coins were in the possession of a Jerusalem dealer who gave me permission to record the 
coins for my database. The best preserved specimen clearly shows the mark of value S within a circle, 
which belongs to the original wreath containing the inscription SPQR supported by an eagle (Kad-
Man 1957:No. 100). The coins weigh 6.46g, 6.02g and 5.23g.
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Classes 3-5: Grierson’s classes 3-5 display the busts of Heraclius and Heraclius 
constantine with physical changes that fit gold coinage dated from 629 to 631 (DOC 
2/1:338-339, Nos. 193-195; doMaszewicz and bates 2002:92-93). No relevant dode-
canummia of this period are registered in our database, but there are two hexanum-
mia dated to 628/629(?) (DOC 2/1:341-342, No. 199) from caesarea JecM (derose 
evans 2006:201, Nos. 2707-2708).
    
Fig. 151. Heraclian dodecanummia dated to 632-641, class 6
 (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 38771 and IAA 40474)
Class 6: Grierson dates the last class 6 to 632-641 due to the depiction of the coins 
of the three standing imperial figures on the obverse as on the solidi. Two dodeca-
nummia in our database belong to an earlier variant showing a cross on a pyrami-
dal base between the IB (DOC 2/1:339, No. 196; doMaszewicz and bates 2002:93, 
group 3[a]); both coins are from Jerusalem (excavations near the Temple Mount iaa 
38771 Fig. 151 left and the citadel iaa 85876). a third coin belongs to the later 
type showing a letter M beneath the cross (DOC 2/1:340, No. 197; doMaszewicz 
and bates 2002:93, group 3(b)); this coin type was also found in Jerusalem at the 
excavations near the Temple Mount (iaa 40474 Fig. 151 right). The letter M is in-
terpreted as an equivalent value to a follis of constantinople (Morrisson 2002:935; 
doMaszewicz and bates 2002:93). This is perhaps an indication that during the last 
decade of Heraclius’ tenure, these two units had the same value, as their weights be-
came approximately equal.44 The same type would continue under constans ii (DOC 
2/2:395, Nos. 1-2).
b. 
Syrian imitations (c.610-630)
To compensate for the closing of the mint in antioch and the general reduction in 
the influx of Byzantine coinage to Syria during the Persian occupation from 610 to 
630, a new series of copper folles (M and m) was produced locally. a corpus of this 
series was compiled and classified by Pottier (2004; Foss 2008:9-12). Most coins of 
the series follow well-known prototypes of Heraclius, Justin ii, Maurice Tiberius, 
44 see for instance a specimen of these dodecanummia published by Goodwin from the PeF collec-
tion in Jerusalem weighing 8.71g (goodwin 2005:72, No. 3).
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and Phocas, but their obverse and mintmark legends are garbled, they show or com-
bine irregular details, and their style is crude.45 since these coins show a continuous 
sequence of dates from year 1 to year 21 – representing the actual years of Persian 
occupation in syria – together with the fact that most of the series is die-linked and 
the coins show a consistent weight standard, Pottier suggests that this was an organ-
ized series issued by the local administration, a limited series concentrated mainly 
in northern syria (minted at emesa?), as shown by material from excavations and 
hoards.46 On the other hand, Foss suggests that coins of this series were not intended 
for circulation in Palestine (Foss 2008:12). indeed to date, no coins of this series 
have been positively identified in Israel, confirming Foss’ claims. There is, however, 
a possibility that the absence of such coins in our region is due to misidentification 
of coins examined before 2004 or their poor preservation preventing an accurate at-
tribution. In the light of Pottier’s findings, irregular seventh-century folles suspected 
of belonging to this series should be re-examined.
Table 73. Breakdown of the copper coins of Heraclius in our database by mint and denomination
Mint / Denom. M Λ K I+B I S Total of coins
Total in 
nummi
constantinople 177 3 70 1 251 8,580
Nicomedia 14 14 560
cyzicus 7 1 8 300
Thessalonica 3 4 7 200
alexandria 31 82 113 864
syracuse 1 1 40
uncertain 14 9 23 740
Totals 216 3 84 31 1 82 417 11,284
45 Pottier classifies the series into six classes: I) bust of Phocas, ii) Phocas and leontia, iii) bust 
of Heraclius, iV) Heraclius and Heraclius constantine, V) Justin ii and sophia, Vi) bust of Maurice 
Tiberius using mintmarks of antioch, constantinople, and Nicomedia (Pottier 2004:27-28). The coins 
show irregularities such as reduced weights, unknown officina letters, fictitious mintmarks indicating 
an origin that was not possible, or combination of details which do not fit together (e.g.: obverse of 
Heraclius with mark of value m and mintmark tHEUP’).
46 Provenanced material cited by Pottier and Foss is indeed very limited: two coins found at excava-
tions in apamea, three in the Tell Bissé hoard, and one in W.e. Metcalf’s hoard from syria published 
in 1975. Only one specimen was found at excavations in antioch (Pottier 2004:92-93; Foss 2008:12). 
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c. 
Clipped copper coins
One of the most common characteristics of Heraclius’ copper coinage from all east-
ern mints (excluding alexandria) is that there were hardly any coins struck on a new 
regular flan. The bulk of the coinage – folles in most cases – seems to be recycled, 
namely, produced from older pieces which were clipped and overstruck instead of 
being melted into new flans. This phenomenon is noticed particularly in those copper 
classes where the weight standard of the coins has been halved (e.g. Grierson’s DOC 
2/1 class 4, class 5b and 6).
This procedure was a direct result of the monetary crisis that continued during 
most of Heraclius’ reign; an imperial administration in despair with urgent needs for 
cash and no metal resources found it cheaper and simpler to recycle old coinage. The 
most direct implication in the adoption of such a practice is obviously the lack of 
precision in the weight of the coins and consequently the impossibility of any official 
control, since coins intended for recycling were used regardless of their different is-
sues or weight standards (DOC 2/1:22).
The clipping or chiseling of copper coins has already been mentioned occasion-
ally throughout this study: e.g., Æ3 Late Roman coins cut in order to fit the size of 
fifth-century nummi and some issues dated to the second half of the sixth century 
(Maurice Tiberius) and Phocas.47 During the reign of Heraclius, however, the recut-
ting and overstriking of copper coins seems to have become the norm. The practice 
was later continued during the second half of the seventh century for coins of con-
stans ii and Pseudo-Byzantine issues, showing that it was popular both on the of-
ficial and local levels.48
 sometimes only the margins of the old coin were clipped, thus producing a 
new flan of polygonal or rectangular shape (Fig. 152 left: Mount Gerizim K22293; 
right: Mount Gerizim K30483).
On other occasions, the reduction was made by removing a piece of the older coin 
or cutting the coin into thirds or quarters with a chisel or scissors, thus producing 
several new flans for restriking. Three examples of what appears to be local initia-
tives illustrate the process very clearly: the first example is a follis of Justin ii dated 
to 569/570 marked into thirds before it was scissored (Fig. 153, acco iaa 66506).
47 The practice of clipping coins was well known both in the Hellenistic and roman periods as well 
as on some Jewish coins. For a full survey see leonard 1993:363-370 and most recently barag 2009-
2010:106-112. 
48 in terms of Pseudo-Byzantine coinage, Goodwin believes that the procedure of cutting coins to 
create new flans is more typical of Palestine and less common in northern syria (goodwin 2005:69).
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Fig. 152. Clipped coins of Heraclius from Mount Gerizim (left: follis K22293; right: half follis K30483)
Fig. 153. Follis of Justin II dated to 569/570 marked into thirds
 before it was scissored (Acco IAA 66506)
   
   
   
Fig. 154. Quarter pieces cut from Byzantine folles of Phocas and Heraclius
 (Jerusalem, Khirbet er-Ras IAA 46999-47004)
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The second example can be seen through the 12 pieces of quarters cut from Byz-
antine folles of Phocas and Heraclius found in excavations in Khirbet er-ras in Je-
rusalem (Fig. 154, iaa 46999-47004). each piece belongs to a different coin so that 
pieces do not fit together. The technique is crude and careless, the pieces are curved 
by the cutting, and they all have sharp protrusions in the corners which were not re-
moved. The pieces were never overstruck and it seems they were intended for local 
use as such.
The last example is a follis of Heraclius dated to 629/630 with a missing third 
piece which was evidently removed by chiseling (ras abu sawitan K38230, 
Fig. 155). Finally, worthy of mention is a hoard found in Zemach on the sea of Gali-
lee in 1947 and recorded by Kadman. it included about 200 halved and quartered 
coins of Heraclius (KadMan 1967:313, 321). unfortunately, no further details about 
this important find or its actual location are given.
Fig. 155.  of Heraclius dated to 629/630 with a missing third piece (Ras Abu Sawitan K38230)
d. 
Overstriking
after clipping, the recycled flans were usually overstruck. The fact that many issues 
of Heraclius are overstruck on coins of Phocas led to the conclusion that perhaps this 
practice was deliberate (a sort of damnatio memoriae?), or it may be only a coinci-
dence since, according to Grierson, the coins most affected by overstriking were in 
general recent issues, not older ones. in this case, the considerations for overstriking 
during Heraclius’ reign were financial rather than political (DOC 2/1:218). reinforc-
ing this statement is that most coins of class 1 in our database, the earliest Heraclian 
copper series, are struck on new flans. On the other hand, many coins of Heraclius 
were overstruck on earlier issues of the emperor himself (e.g. a follis dated to 629-632 
overstruck with the next class dated to 632-641; Mount Gerizim K22293 Fig. 152 left).
usually, overstrikes tend to use undertypes from the same mint: for instance a 
follis of Heraclius minted in cyzicus and dated to 611/612 is overstruck on a follis 
of Phocas from the same mint dated to 604/605 (Fig. 156, Jerusalem Third Wall iaa 
44636). in some cases, coins were overstruck more than once (e.g. caesarea JecM, 
derose evans 2006:197, Nos. 2628-2629).
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Fig. 156. Follis of Heraclius from Cyzicus overstruck on earlier issue
of Phocas from the same mint (Jerusalem Third Wall IAA 44636)
4.3.6 counterMarKing
The practice of punching countermarks, so popular on roman Provincial coins dated 
from the first to the third centuries, is another expression of the monetary crisis that 
affected the eastern empire during the reign of Heraclius. Due to the general reduc-
tion in the influx of new coin to the provinces of syria and Palestine, this was the 
simplest way to locally revalidate old coins still in circulation. countermarking took 
place in several regions, such as sicily, cherson, syria, and Palestine.
Heraclian countermarks from syria and Palestine have been comprehensively 
researched over the last fifteen years (derose evans 1993-1994; laMPinen 1999a; 
econoMides 2003; schulze and goodwin 2005; schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 
2006 and schulze 2009). according to the most recent opinion, most countermark-
ing in the region – with a few exceptions that will be noted below – was applied by 
military mints during the 630s at the time of the arab conquest in order to provide 
revalidated copper coinage to the troops.49 This model is well known from roman 
Provincial coinage (schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:20; Foss 2008:15-
17).50 although the motive might be military, there is no reason to believe, however, 
that countermarked coins did not circulate widely among the general population.
Seven different types of countermarks appearing on coin finds in Israel that are 
related to Heraclius have been classified, four of them depicting a monogram com-
bining latin and Greek legends within a circle. although most examples appear on 
folles – some of them already overstruck – half folles and three-quarter folles were 
also occasionally stamped (Table 75). With a few exceptions that will be mentioned 
49 Previously, reasons for this countermarking were usually attributed to monetary issues. see MIB 
3:111 and econoMides 2003:193.
50 countermarking for military needs was indeed very common in israel during the roman period. 
To reinforce this assumption, see for instance a hoard of 110 coins, of them 90 countermarked by the 
legion X Fretensis, found during excavations in shu‘afat, north of Jerusalem and dated to the period 
between the Jewish and the Bar Kokhba revolts (bijovsKy 2007a:68-70).
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below, countermarks were stamped with great care on the reverse of the coins so as 
not to obliterate the mark of value; therefore, they do not alter the value of the coin. 
A classification of the different types of countermarks, their datings and suggested 
places of origin is described in Table 74.
Eighty-five coins in our database bear Heraclian monograms (Table 75). Of 
them, 50 are stamped on coins of Heraclius himself, 22 on coins of Maurice Tiberius 
and the other 13 are punched on early Byzantine issues. The variety of host coins 
suggests that considerable numbers of pre-Heraclian coins were still in circulation in 
Palestine simultaneously with coins of this emperor. regarding the provenance of 
coin finds, the overwhelming majority of countermarked coins in our database were 
discovered in excavations in caesarea (69 coins). interestingly, only seven coins are 
recorded from Jerusalem, two from sepphoris and Mount Gerizim and single speci-
mens from Bet Guvrin, lod (el Khirbe), and Bet she’an.
Table 74. Types of Heraclian countermarks
No. Type Description/Reading Dating Origin Host coins
1 = HeRaClius 633-636 (640) israel(caesarea)
Folles from Justin i to 
Heraclius 635/636
2 @ HeRaclius 633-636 (640) israel(caesarea)
Folles from Justin i to 
Heraclius 635/636
3 HPAKΛIOY 633-636 syria Folles of Heraclius years 20-23
4 KωN[C]T for constantine 636-640(?)
uncertain
Palestine(?)
Most often on reformed half 
folles of Heraclius 
5 uncertain animal (lion?) 633-640 uncertain
Folles of Heraclius years 
20-23
6 saint Georgefacing bust
Heraclius(?)
634-636
Palestine
(Diospolis?)
Folles of Justin i and 
Maurice Tiberius
7 eagle 637-640 caesarea
Worn folles of Justin i, 
Justinian i, Maurice Tiberius 
and Heraclius 639/640
Types 1 and 2 and their varieties are the most common countermarks found 
on coins from excavations in israel. Both types were studied in detail by schulze, 
schulze, and leimenstoll; they consider that the reading of the monograms is Hera-
clius and reject previous suggestions, such as Theodore or Heraclius constantine 
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(schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:5-7).51 On six occasions, countermarks 
were observed on the obverse of coins (Table 75). it is not surprising that four of 
them were stamped on coins of Maurice Tiberius, defacing his portrait (Jerusalem, 
excavations near the Temple Mount iaa 44230 Fig. 157 left; caesarea iaa 61762). 
But interestingly, the other two appear on coins of Heraclius himself, both dated to 
612/613 (caesarea iaa 27388 Fig. 157 right; iaa 118035).52 in some cases the 
countermark is retrograde (lod [el Khirbe] iaa 100045; caesarea iaa 61739, see 
photograph in Table 75).
Multiple countermarking may also imply further revalidation of the coins 
(schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:23). some coins bear two or more coun-
termarks of the same type (e.g. caesarea iaa 63117 Fig. 158 left, or derose evans 
2006:No. 2642). Types 1 and 2 might also appear together on the same coin (e.g. 
caesarea iaa 118039, Fig. 158 right), and occasionally they are combined with 
other countermarks added after the arab conquest (schulze, schulze and leiMen-
stoll 2006:7, type 3).
     
Fig. 157. Coins bearing Heraclian countermarks of types 1 and 2 on the obverse. Left: Maurice 
Tiberius (Caesarea IAA 61762). Right: Heraclius dated to 612/613 (Caesarea IAA 27388)
        
Fig. 158. Heraclian countermarks. Left: same type on the same coin (e.g. Caesarea IAA 63117); 
right: different types on the same coin (e.g. Caesarea IAA 118038)
51 Their study is based on 173 countermarked coins from private and public collections and publica-
tions. Eighteen variants of type 1 were established and five variants for type 2 (schulze, schulze, and 
leiMenstoll 2006:8-12). unfortunately, the scope of our study and the general poor preservation of 
the coins in our database does not allow establishing any internal classification of variants for types 1 
and 2. Whenever a variant distinction was possible, it is shown in Table 75.
52 For another example of this rare phenomenon see vorderstrasse 2006:437.
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The evidence from schulze, schulze, and leimenstoll as from our database 
shows that most popular among the host coins for both types 1 and 2 were the folles 
of Maurice Tiberius and Heraclius’ reformed coins of years 20-21. it should be noted 
that both issues are of similar weight standard. Likewise, the significant number of 
early folles of Heraclius dated to 610-613 countermarked with types 1 and 2 shows 
that these coins were also preferred as host coins, perhaps for the same metrological 
reasons (Morrisson 1989b:193).
Based on evidence from purchased specimens schulze, schulze, and leimenstoll 
believe that the focal point for the manufacture of types 1 and 2 should be coastal 
Palaestina Prima. They further note that the number of countermarked coins of Her-
aclius found at caesarea is quite large in view of “the relatively small number of 
Byzantine coins found in caesarea” (schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:13). 
This assumption, however, needs to be updated with the thousands of Byzantine 
coins revealed during excavations in caesarea by the JecM (derose evans 2006) 
and iaa (unpublished) expeditions.53 some of this rich material is registered in our 
database and reflects the proportions provided by the new finds: out of 417 Heraclian 
coins in our records, 192 were found in caesarea (close to half of the total, namely 
45.60%), of them 65 (representing 33.85%) are countermarked. Based on these re-
markable figures and previous suggestions by scholars,54 there is enough evidence 
today to conclude that the process of countermarking of types 1 and 2 was probably 
performed in caesarea, the capital and major administrative center of the province.
In terms of chronology, the data from our records seem to confirm Schulze, 
schulze, and leimenstoll’s assumption that both types 1 and 2 are contemporary, 
and since they were stamped mostly on reformed host coins of Heraclius, they could 
not have been applied before 629/630 (schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:15-
16). Based on evidence from syrian hoards and the latest dates of host coins, they 
establish that the period of use of both types of countermarks was between 633 and 
53 Derose evans comments that: “Byzantine coins were found in every excavated square, compris-
ing twelve to forty-three percent of the coins found in each field” (derose evans 2006:21, and 49-51 
for Heraclius specifically). Regarding the IAA excavations, 1,256 Byzantine coins have been cleaned 
and registered at the coin Department through the years, of them 422 found during comprehensive 
excavations at the site under the direction of Y. Porath in the 1990s. Only a small percentage will 
eventually be published.
54 Based on the relatively large number of Heraclian countermarked pieces found by the Diar exca-
vations in Caesarea – 29 coins – DeRose Evans first suggested in 1996 that countermarking probably 
occurred in Palestine, either in Jerusalem, Tiberias, or caesarea (derose evans 1993-1994:97, 101). in 
her 2006 publication the number of countermarked coins rose to 34 and Derose evans suggests cae-
sarea specifically as the place of issue (derose evans 2006:23-24, 49). see also laMPinen 1999a:399 
for more finds of countermarked coins from caesarea. Goodwin writes: “The number of counter-
marked coins found at caesarea also suggests that the provincial capital may have been the main site 
of the countermarking activity” (goodwin 2005:75). economides summarizes the coin evidence from 
cyprus but still suggests that these countermarks were applied in caesarea (econoMides 2003:199). 
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636 since there was no reason to continue with this practice after the battle of Yar-
muk.55 However, they consider that a later date is possible if countermarks were still 
applied in caesarea, which only fell into arab hands in 640.
In fact, coin finds from Israel raise some problems regarding the period of use of 
countermark types 1 and 2. The evidence from hoards deposited during the years of 
Persian occupation shows indeed that no countermarking activities took place by the 
time of the Persian invasion (c.610-614; see chapter 4.5.1). There are however at 
least two hoards concealed not before c.630/631 which include countermarked coins 
of these types and seem to undermine the chronology proposed above.
The first is the Malha hoard with eight countermarked host coins issued before 
614 (one of Tiberius ii and the others of Maurice Tiberius, see DOC 2/1:56 and 
n90).56 The second is an unpublished hoard, named here Bet she’an iii, where the 
latest datable coin belongs to Heraclius, 613/614 (iaa 118202), but which also con-
tains a host coin of Maurice Tiberius with a countermark of type 2 which postpones 
– theoretically, according to schulze, schulze, and leimenstoll – the date of conceal-
ment to c.630s (iaa 118197). it is true that one can assume that both hoards, which 
present a bulk of coins predating 614, were buried at a later date, but the absence 
of countermarked reformed issues of Heraclius in both assemblages raises many 
questions. With regard to the cessation of use of types 1 and 2 in finds from Israel, 
the latest host coin dated with certainty in our database, as seen in Table 75, is from 
634/635 (caesarea Hu, iaa 118046).57 Hypothetically, there is no impediment to 
continue the chronology up to 640, when caesarea was captured by the arabs. How-
ever, the fact that no examples of host coins of Heraclius class 6 (dated to 639-641) 
bearing these countermarks have been discovered so far in israel might suggest an 
earlier date of use also in israel, as proposed by schulze, schulze, and leimenstoll.58
55 The authors state that of three large syrian hoards: the aNs/Myers hoard (MetcalF W.e. 1975), the 
coelesyria hoard (bates 1968), and the Tell Bissé hoard (leuthold 1952-1953), all ending with coins 
dated not later than 630/631, none of them includes countermarked issues of Heraclius. Therefore, 
countermarks were added later to this date (schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:17). regarding 
the end of use, the latest identified host coins for these countermarks in their records date to 635/636 
(schulze, schulze, and leiMenstoll 2006:16). economides, however, mentions a few specimens dated 
to 636/637 (econoMides 2003:200, Table 2). a coin attributed by Foss to the period 639-641, bearing 
a countermark of type 2, was discovered in excavations in antioch (Foss 1994-1999:123; waagé 
1952:163, No. 2220). From Waagé’s description, however, the type is uncertain. 
56 schulze, schulze, and leimenstoll (2006:14) claim that one of the eight host coins is an issue of 
Heraclius dated to 629/630, but this seems to be a missinterpretation of Grierson’s description of the 
hoard in DOC 2/1. according to Grierson, the latest coins in the hoard are dated to 629/630. 
57 lampinen published a follis dated to 635/636, but it is not clear whether the coin is from excava-
tions in caesarea or acquired on the market (laMPinen 1999a:400, No. 3).
58 as mentioned, the attribution of the antioch excavation coin in waagé 1952:163, No. 2220, 
which bears a countermark of type 2 to the period 639-641 is doubtful.
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Table 75. Countermarked coins of Heraclius registered in our database 
(by chronological order of host coins)
Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, JecM = and @ anastasius i/ M/ CON 512-518 derose evans 2006:No. 2007
caesarea, iaa Justin i/ M/ CON 518-522 63515 (Fig. 161)
caesarea, JecM Justin i/ M/ CON 518-522 derose evans 2006:No. 2218
caesarea, JecM Justinian i/ M/ antioch 527-539 derose evans 2006:No. 2360
caesarea, JecM Justinian i/ M/ antioch 527-539 derose evans 2006:No. 2363
caesarea, JecM Byzantine/ M/ CON 518-537 derose evans 2006:No. 2394
caesarea, insula 
W2s3
= and type 1 
or 2 Byzantine/ M/ 518-538 61903 
Mount Gerizim, 
church Byzantine/ K/ CON 518-538 K15130 (Fig. 159 left)
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 585/586 derose evans 2006:No. 2452
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ m/ THEUP’ 586/587 derose evans 2006:No. 2474
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 588/589 derose evans 2006:No. 2453
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ NIKO 589/590 derose evans 2006:No. 2467
caesarea, iaa = on obv. Maurice/ M/ KYZ 589/590 63214
caesarea, insula 
W2s3
= (var. 2a) 
on obv. Maurice/ M/ THEUP’ 590/591
62375 
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 591/592 derose evans 2006:No. 2455
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Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 591/592 derose evans 2006:No. 2456
caesarea, iDaM 
1987 = (var 1k) Maurice/ M/ NIKO 594/595 27374
caesarea, iaa = (stamped on mark of value) Maurice/ M/ CON 596/597 63228
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 = Maurice/ M/ CON 596/597 64940 
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 596/597 derose evans 2006:No. 2460
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 599/600 derose evans 2006:No. 2461
Jerusalem, Temple 
Mount, area Xii
= (var. 1a) 
on obv. Maurice/ M 599/600
44230
 
caesarea, iaa = (on obv.) Maurice/ M/ THEUP’ 601/602 61762 (Fig. 157 left)
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ K/ THES 601/602 derose evans 2006:No. 2448
Bet she’an hoard 
iii = Maurice/ M/ 582-602 118197 
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 582-602 derose evans 2006:No. 2462
caesarea, JecM = Maurice/ M/ CON 582-602 derose evans 2006:No. 2463
Jerusalem, Jewish 
Quarter cardo @ Maurice/ M 582-602
bijovsKy and berMan 2012:
cardo No. 41
caesarea, Hu Type 1 or 2 on obv. Maurice/ M/ CON 582-602 118035
caesarea, iaa @ Maurice/ K/ CON 582-602 67443
caesarea, iaa @ Maurice/ K/ CON 582-602 67444
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Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ Byzantine/M/ 6th c. 63198
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ Byzantine/M/ 6th c. 64942
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ Byzantine/M/ 6th c. 62267
sepphoris, Hu @ Byzantine/ K 6th–7th c. B.86.3180
caesarea, JecM = Heraclius/ M/ CON 610-613 derose evans 2006:No. 2622
caesarea, JecM =? Heraclius/ M/ NIKO 610/611 derose evans 2006:No. 2672
caesarea, JecM = Heraclius/ M/ NIKO Overstruck on Phocas 612/613 derose evans 2006:No. 2674
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 =, =, = Heraclius/ M/ 610-641
65916 
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ (var. 2a) Heraclius/ M/ NIKO 611/612 63179
caesarea, JecM = Heraclius/ M/ CON 611/612 derose evans 2006:No. 2623
caesarea, iDaM 
1987
= (var. 1b, 
on obv.) Heraclius/ M/ CON 612/613
27388 
caesarea, JecM = Heraclius/ M/ KYZ 612/613 derose evans 2006:No. 2676.
Khirba, el 
(Nesher ramle) = (retrograde) Heraclius/ M/ NIKO 612/613
100045
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Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, Hu @ and @
Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck on class 1, 
dated to 613
629-631
118037
 
caesarea, JecM =
Heraclius/ M/ CON 
Overstruck twice: 
Justin ii and Maurice
614/615 derose evans 2006:No. 2629
caesarea, JecM = and = Heraclius/ K/ THES 619/620 derose evans 2006:No. 2620
Jerusalem, Temple 
Mount, area iV @ Heraclius/ K/ CON 620/621 38866
H. Pi Mazuva 
(east) Heraclius/ M/ CON 629/630 121669 (Fig. 160)
caesarea, JecM @ and @
Heraclius/ M/ CON 
Overstruck on 
Heraclius 611-612
629/630 derose evans 2006:No. 2642
caesarea, JecM =
Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck on Justin ii, 
THES?
629/630 derose evans 2006:No. 2643
caesarea, JecM Twice uncertain Heraclius/ M/ CON 629/630 derose evans 2006:No. 2644
caesarea, JecM @ Heraclius/ Λ/ CON 629/630 derose evans 2006:No. 2652
caesarea, JecM @ Heraclius/ Λ/ CON 629/630 derose evans 2006:No. 2654
caesarea, iaa @
Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on Justin ii 
from θEC (Thess.)
629/630
62280
 
caesarea, iaa @ (retrograde)
Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on 
Heraclius
629/630
61739 
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Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 = (var 1o) Heraclius/ K/ CON 629/630
62289 
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 630/631 61740
caesarea, insula 
W2s3 @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 629-631 62267
caesarea, iaa @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 629-631 63206
caesarea, Hu @ and @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 629-631 118038 (Fig. 158 right) 
caesarea, JecM @
Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on M 
624-626
629-631 derose evans 2006:No. 2666
caesarea, iaa @ and @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 629-631 67828
caesarea, JecM Heraclius/ K/ CON 629-631 derose evans 2006:No. 2665
caesarea, JecM =@
Heraclius/ M/ 
overstruck on Phocas 
from antioch
631/632 derose evans 2006:No. 2645
caesarea, JecM @, @ and = Heraclius/ M/ CON 631-634 derose evans 2006:No. 2646
caesarea, JecM = Heraclius/ M/ CON 632/633 derose evans 2006:No. 2647
caesarea, iaa @ Heraclius/ K/ CON 632/633 61722 (Fig. 141 left)
caesarea, iaa = and @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 632/633 63117 (Fig. 158 left)
Jerusalem, Temple 
Mount, area Vi Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-638 41409 (Fig. 159)
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Site Type of c/m Host coin Date of host coin IAA/Ref.
caesarea, Hu = Heraclius/ M/ CON 634/635 118046
Bet Guvrin @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-635 117889
caesarea, JecM 
1976 @, @ and =
Heraclius/ M/ CON/ 
clipped 632-635
31549
 
caesarea, iaa @ and @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-635 63117
sepphoris, usF illegible type 1 or 2
Heraclius/ M/ CON/ 
clipped quarter from 
follis
632-638 118943
caesarea, iaa @ Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-638 67445
Jerusalem, Giv‘ati 
Parking  = (1e) Heraclius/ M/ CON 631-638
135511 
caesarea, JecM =
Heraclius/ M/ 
Overstruck on Justinian 
i / K/ antioch 556/557 632-638
derose evans 2006:No. 2713 
(dating to 630-641)
caesarea, JecM @, @ and illegible Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-638
derose evans 2006:No. 2667 
(dating to 630-641)
caesarea, JecM = “many times” Heraclius/ M/ CON 632-638
derose evans 2006:No. 2669 
(dating to 630-641)
caesarea, JecM @ and = Heraclius/ M/ CON 634-638 derose evans 2006:No. 2651 (dating to 630-641)
Jerusalem, 
Kenyon 
excavations (?)
Heraclius/ M/ cON 639-640 reece et al. 2008:419, note 7
 
Type 3  is a very rare type showing a cross monogram reading Herac-lius. since it occurs only on reformed folles of this emperor minted in years 20-23, 
it should be dated to the same period as types 1-2, from 633 to 636, or at the latest 
to 640 (schulze and goodwin 2005:25-26, class 2). No specimens of this type are 
registered in our database and only one example cited by schulze and Goodwin was 
purchased in israel. Therefore, i believe this countermark was not applied here.
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Type 4 , also extremely rare, shows a cross monogram reading KωΝΤ for 
Constantine. There is no consensus about its significance, but the most recent opin-
ion suggests it is an imperial monogram which more likely refers to Heraclius con-
stantine or Heraclonas than to constans ii (schulze and goodwin 2005:27-28, class 
3). schulze states that this countermark appears almost exclusively on Heraclian 
reformed coins, with a notable preference for half folles of years 20-23; therefore, 
he dates type 4 to the same period as types 1-2, namely 633-636, at the latest to 640. 
Nevertheless, he adds that type 4 looks usually newer than the previous ones, prob-
ably indicating a later period of issue about 636-640. in fact, if this countermark was 
intended either for Heraclius constantine or Heraclonas, who became emperors for 
a short period in 641, a later date seems more suitable (Foss 2008:16-17).
although many of the specimens recorded by schulze were acquired in israel, 
the low incidence of type 4 in our records does not allow a definitive provenance to 
israel. interestingly, one of the two examples registered in our database was stamped 
on a worn early Byzantine half follis dated to before 538; this is the earliest host coin 
for this type hitherto published (Mount Gerizim, K15130, Fig. 159 left and Table 
75). The second specimen is a clipped follis of Heraclius dated to 632-638 (Jerusa-
lem, excavations near the Temple Mount iaa 41409 Fig. 159 right).
      
Fig. 159. Heraclian countermarks of type 4 (Left: Mount Gerizim, K15130;
right: Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 41409)
countermarks of types 3 and 4 sometimes appear together on the same coin 
(schulze and goodwin 2005:28-29, class 4). The scarcity of coin finds bearing both 
types of countermarks seems to negate the possibility that they were applied for 
military reasons. schulze suggests that due to the shortage of cash after 636, small 
districts still remaining under Byzantine control could have countermarked coins for 
local use, multiple countermarking probably indicating different districts (schulze 
and goodwin 2005:29). This argument, however, needs more substantial evidence 
from coin finds in order to be confirmed. Not a single specimen combining types 3 
and 4 is registered in our records.
The three last types of countermarks are pictorial. Only one coin bearing a coun-
termark of type 5,  an uncertain animal (a lion?), is registered in our records (H. 
Pi Mazuva [east], iaa 121669, Fig. 160). it is a reformed follis of Heraclius dated 
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to 629/630 as are most host coins of this type (schulze and goodwin 2005:29, class 
5a). The attribution to Heraclius is based mainly on the types of host coins but also 
on the fact that similar arab countermarks are much smaller. The provenance of this 
countermark is uncertain.
Fig. 160. Countermark of type 5 depicting an uncertain animal (a lion?) 
(Ḥ. Pi Mazuva east IAA 121669)
Type 6  was first published by Lampinen (1999:404) based on the finding 
of two folles of Maurice Tiberius bearing this countermark at excavations in cae-
sarea. The countermark depicts the frontal bust of saint George, as attested by the 
nimbus and the flanking letters Γ–Є. lampinen believes the countermarking should 
be dated to the events of 634-636 and relates it to lod/Diospolis, whose patron was 
saint George. The attribution to Heraclius is, however, not conclusive (schulze and 
goodwin 2005:30, class 6). No examples of this countermark are registered in our 
database.
Type 7  depicts an eagle standing facing with wings curved upwards and 
a pellet between the wings. until recently, all known specimens were stamped on 
worn folles of Justin i and Justinian i and were attributed by a number of scholars 
to the period between 540 and 613-617 (schulze 2009:113, 117-118). schulze’s up-
dated catalogue includes 25 specimens, among them a host coin of Maurice Tiberius 
(schulze 2009:115 and cat. No. 21). He also proposes that the countermark should 
be dated to the years 637-640.
six coins bearing the eagle countermark are registered in our database (Table 75).
The four coins from JecM excavations at caesarea (derose evans 1993-1994:97, 
104, Table 4; schulze 2009:115, Nos. 3-6) were all stamped on early Byzantine 
folles predating 538 and the fifth specimen was stamped on a follis of Justin i pub-
lished here for the first time (Caesarea IAA 63515, Fig. 161). The sixth coin, how-
ever, discovered in Kenyon excavations in Jerusalem, is a Heraclian follis dated to 
639-640; the eagle identification is suggested with a question mark (reece et al. 
2008:419, note 7).59 If the identification of the countermark is correct, then it de-
59 My deep thanks to r. reece who kindly sent me the quotation from D.M. Metcalf’s notes, who 
identified the coin: “23rd of June 1994. The only coin which struck me as important was 775. Heracli-
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finitively relates this type to Heraclius and refines Schulze’s new dating, reinforcing 
the suggestion that it was probably used during the time of the siege of caesarea 
(schulze 2009:118). it should be noted that this is the latest host coin of Heraclius so 
far recorded in israel which bears a countermark.
   
Fig. 161. Countermark of type 7 depicting an eagle (Caesarea IAA 63515)
The eagle countermark was formerly attributed to egypt. However, today, based 
on the provenance of most specimens, it can be confidently connected to Caesarea 
in israel (schulze and goodwin 2005:39-40 class 8; schulze 2009:116-117). actu-
ally, two of the coins from egypt discovered among a group of coins (hoard?) found 
in excavations at Jabal al-Tarif or Nag Hammadi might have arrived from Palestine 
(goehring 1983:218-220; noesKe 2000a:i, 133-134 and ii, 383-384).60
Moreover, the iconography of this type is well-known in caesarea from roman 
times, as seen in a similar depiction of an eagle holding a wreath on coins of severus 
alexander minted in the city in huge quantities (KadMan 1957:No. 100; also men-
tioned in schulze 2009:116-117). as mentioned in chapter 4.3.5, there are Hera-
clian hexanummia imitations of the palm tree type overstruck on this roman Provin-
cial type of severus alexander produced in caesarea, meaning that these coins were 
still available in caesarea during the Byzantine period and could have inspired the 
eagle countermark.
us, H constantine + Heracleonas, follis, cple, 639-40, with countermark (eagle?) over date” (Personal 
communication by email dated to 06/12/2010). 
60 The eagle countermarks were applied on worn coins of Justin i and Justinian i (folles Nos. 16-17 
in noesKe 2000a: ii, 383-384; probably Nos. 20 or 21 bear eagle countermarks as well). The whole 
assemblage consists of 56 coins: twelve worn folles dated from 512 to 538 and 44 dodecanummia of 
Tiberius ii, Heraclius, and constans ii. The coins were found in an old egyptian burial cave used in the 
Byzantine period by coptic monks. Noeske believes that the group of folles arrived from the diocesis of 
Oriens, syria but still states that the eagle countermark was applied in egypt. (noesKe 2000a:133-134). 
Based on schulze’s update, there seems to be no doubt that the group of folles in this hoard was brought 
to egypt from Palestine with these coins already countermarked. The chronological timeframe of the 
hoard also reinforces the date attribution of this countermark to the last years of Heraclius.
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4.3.7 the jerusaleM Mint
The mint of Jerusalem remained inactive since it was closed after the reign of em-
peror Hostilian in 251. a number of scholars, however, have proposed that after the 
closing of the mint in antioch between 608 and 610, coin activities were appar-
ently transferred to Jerusalem, where a temporary mint functioned during the pe-
riod c.608-c.615 producing solidi and folles (hendy 1985:415-416; Meshorer 1998; 
Morrisson 1989b:193; olster 1993:113; Metlich 1994-1999; bendall 2003; Foss 
2008:8). While the attribution of the copper coinage to this mint is quite certain, the 
gold is doubtful. Nevertheless, the recent discovery of a gold hoard containing 264 
solidi of Heraclius found during excavations at the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem 
strengthens the suggestion that gold coins were indeed minted in the city, probably 
under emergency conditions.61
The opening of a temporary mint in Jerusalem would have required some sort of 
imperial intervention. The mint was apparently opened by Bonosus, the new Comes 
Orientis appointed by Phocas in 608 or 609 (hendy 1985:415; bendall 2003:309; 
greatrex and lieux 2002:187 and n49). it has been suggested that from 611 to 
613, Jerusalem served as the headquarters of Nicetas, emperor Heraclius’ cousin and 
commander of the Byzantine troops in syria and Palestine, who stayed in the region 
to resist the Persian threat (bendall 2003:311-312; greatrex and lieux 2002: 191-
192). The historical circumstances, therefore, provide the background necessary to 
suggest that Jerusalem indeed functioned as a temporary military mint following a 
pattern developed by Bendall (2003).62
Folles attributed to Jerusalem are extremely rare but have been known in numis-
matic literature for many years. A recent study by Mansfield publishes a catalogue of 
the thirteen known specimens collected from publications, auctions, and collections 
(MansField 2010:53-55).63 On these coins the frontal consular bust of Heraclius is 
illustrated on the obverse in a very particular style which combines the triangu-
lar shaped head of Phocas with the trefoil crown, the mappa, and the eagle-scepter 
61 a preliminary report of this unique discovery is published by the author in ben aMi, tcheKha-
novetz and bijovsKy 2010. a full discussion of the new solidus type which appears in this hoard is 
published by the author in bijovsKy 2010a. 
62 in his article, Bendall proposes a pattern according to which, several solidi bearing unknown 
mintmarks are attributed to the opening of military eastern mints that functioned temporarily in order 
to fulfill the needs of the army during Heraclius’ campaigns. Moreover, Kaegi raised the possibility 
that Nicetas was the one to capture alexandretta and cyprus and opened mints in order to strike coins 
in the name of Heraclius in 610 (Kaegi 2003:86). This could be a precedent for the opening of a tem-
porary mint in Jerusalem sometime between 611 and 613.
63 Since then, three additional specimens have been traced by Mansfield (personal communication, 
email 22/09/2011).
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typical of coins of Maurice Tiberius from antioch.64 The obverse inscription reads 
DnhЄRCL PPAVG. There are two variants of reverse which differ in the exergue 
inscription: IЄPOCO¼, for Jerusalem and XC NIKA, for christ conquers (MIB 
3:108-110, Nos. X27-X28; bendall 2003:313-314, type 1). all these coins are dated 
to year 4, namely 613/614, and, therefore, they were produced during a very short 
period between October 613 and May 614 when Jerusalem fell into Persian hands 
after a twenty day siege (Foss 2003:152-153; 163). According to Mansfield only two 
obverse dies were used for the whole series plus five reverse dies for the IЄPOCO¼ 
issue and a single die for the XC NIKA type (MansField 2010:50 and annex B). at 
least two of the coins are overstruck, pointing to a limited issue produced using all 
copper coins at hand (see Metlich 1994-1999:118 for an overstruck on a Justinian i 
follis; Foss 2008:8).
Those who consider the Persian siege of Jerusalem too short to enable local coin-
age to be struck suggest that the date on the coins more likely refers to Heraclius’ 
fourth indictional year, namely 630/631. Then, the issue should commemorate the 
return to Jerusalem of the True cross by Heraclius (see Pottier 2004:22, n2).65 al-
though this suggestion seems tempting, it is problematic since it does not fit the gen-
eral dating system (following regnal and not indictional years) or the standard con-
temporary obverse types. Further reasons for rejecting the later date are discussed by 
Mansfield, who also favors a date related to the siege of Jerusalem by the Persians in 
614 (MansField 2010:52-53).66
No example of this issue is recorded from archaeological excavations in israel, 
particularly in Jerusalem, although some of the published specimens were acquired 
in the city (Metlich 1994-1999). A single coin find is recorded here for the first time, 
found during an archaeological survey on H. Hajala at Mount carmel (iaa 135805, 
Fig. 162). This coin belongs to the type reading XC NIKA; it weighs 15.30g and its 
diameter is 32mm.67
regarding gold, three extremely rare issues of solidi marked with the ending 
reverse legend IΠ have been attributed to the mint of Jerusalem for many years 
64 Bendall suggests that this is because the local engravers of the bronze coins in Jerusalem still had 
no idea what Heraclius looked like (bendall 2003:313-314). The fact that the coins have an antio-
chene style reinforces the assumption that after the closing of the mint in antioch, engravers were 
transferred to Jerusalem.
65 For a discussion of this event and its military implications see Kaegi 1992:74-78.
66 Mansfield raises the possibility that this issue could also have been struck immediately after the 
siege in order to fill the vacuum caused by the lack of an administrative authority.
67 The survey was conducted by Y. Olami for the israel Department of archaeology and Museums. 
The coin will be published by ariel Berman, to whom i am indebted for his permission to mention 
this coin. 
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(Morrisson 1989b:193).68 The earliest is attributed to Phocas and is dated to 608/609 
(bendall 2003:313, type 2) while two additional types are attributed to Heraclius 
and are dated to 610-613 (Fig. 163, bearing a portrait that looks like Phocas; ben-
dall 2003:315, type 3) and c.613-616 respectively (with busts of Heraclius with 
Heraclius constantine; bendall 2003:315, type 4).
Fig. 162. Follis of Heraclius minted in Jerusalem, 613/614 (Kh. Hajala, Mount Carmel IAA 135805)
Fig. 163. Solidus of Heraclius attributed to Jerusalem and dated to 610-613
 (http://www. sothebys. com/app/live/lot/LotDetail.jsp?lot_id=ZXFH)
Bendall considers these issues to be the product of a few ephemeral military 
mints connected with Heraclius’ campaigns in the east. in general, the coins, which 
show minor variants from the standard constantinople type, are in excellent condi-
tion and are all of eastern origin. in Bendall’s opinion they were produced by short-
lived mints operating during times of instability and warfare. large reserves of gold 
– which could have served for striking new coin – were taken by imperial military 
expeditions as noted in the treatise of constantine Vii Porphyrogenitus.69 The prin-
cipal problem with the attribution to Jerusalem is provenance, since no such solidi 
have been so far discovered in excavations in israel.
a hitherto unknown variant of solidus, however, was recently identified by the 
author as the exclusive type in a gold coin hoard discovered during the excavations 
of a public building destroyed by fire at the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem (ben 
68 This legend has been interpreted as the abbreviation of ΙΕΡΟCΟΛΙΜΑ ΠΟΛΙC (bendall 
2003:314).
69 Text C of the treatise clearly specifies cash for the expenses of the expedition, for largesse to offi-
cers and soldiers, and sacks of coin in gold for other expenditures (haldon 1990a:111). i am indebted 
to c. Morrisson for this reference. 
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aMi, tcheKhanovetz, and bijovsKy 2010; Fig. 164). The study of the hoard and the 
circumstances of its deposition led me to the conclusion that the coins constitute an 
emergency issue, struck in Jerusalem under hasty conditions some time before May 
614 when the city fell into Persian hands. it should be noted that so far, gold coin 
finds as well as other archaeological evidence attesting to the Persian conquest of 
Jerusalem are extremely meager.70
These coins were found in mint condition, they bear no signs of wear, no graffiti 
or clipping, and seem to be uncirculated. The 264 solidi which constitute this hoard 
belong to the same variant, based on Heraclius class 1, which, as mentioned in chap-
ter 4.3.4, is almost nonexistent in israel. The Giv‘ati type shows a frontal bust of the 
young emperor with a short beard encircled by the inscription dNÄERÄCLI-³S. 
PP ÅVC⋅ (written with an Ä instead of the common h of Heraclius and a small dot 
after the S). The reverse inscription on all the coins ends with the final officina letter 
Δ, hitherto unknown in this series, and a tiny star is attached to the exergue inscrip-
tion: CONOB* (Fig. 165 right). so far, no examples of this variant have been found 
in any of the major numismatic collections of Byzantine coins.
    
Fig. 164. The Giv‘ati hoard in situ and after cleaning
in addition to the fact that the hoard is composed in its entirety of coins of a new 
variety, it presents a number of exceptional and unparalleled features. The coins 
are not only the same type but they were also produced by the same pair of dies. 
The metallurgical analysis of 41 coins from the hoard indicates that they were all 
70 A hoard of five gold coins found in excavations at the Jerusalem citadel is usually related to this 
period (aMiran and eitan 1970:15). The hoard includes three tremisses of Maurice Tiberius and two 
solidi of Phocas, dated to 603-607. As well as this find, there is a solidus of Phocas dated to 607-610 
(Fig. 173), which seals the context of a mass bone burial (tomb 10) discovered during the excavations 
of a cemetery in Mamillah, Jerusalem (Fig. 173). according to the excavators, these remains might 
be those christians massacred by the Persians in the Pool of Mamillah in 614 (reich 1993:109; Kaegi 
2003:80). a summary of the archaeological evidence of the Persian conquest of Jerusalem was com-
piled by russell (2001:48-51) and most recently avni published a most comprehensive and updated 
discussion on this subject (2010). 
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produced from the same source of gold. Both these features suggest that the minting 
process of the coins in the hoard was a single event.
Fig. 165. Comparison of the Giv‘ati hoard solidus (right)
 to a regular issue of Heraclius dated to 610-613 (left)
The weight frequency of the solidi in the hoard presents many irregularities for a 
group of coins which shows no signs of wear. Most intriguing is the existence of 22 
coins which are above the regular weight standard, 4.55g.71 The possibility that any-
one would be interested in striking solidi containing more precious metal than the 
required by the standard is absurd and can be only explained if the coins were struck 
al marco instead of al pezzo (hendy 1985:329).72 it is hardly plausible that such a 
minting process would have taken place in constantinople; however, a more distant 
location such as a temporary military mint seems more probable.
Therefore, the combination of all the features mentioned indicates that the Giv‘ati 
hoard should be considered a special consignment of gold cash dispatched from its 
place of minting directly to the closely adjacent place of deposition in Jerusalem. 
This would explain the complete homogeneity of the hoard in terms of chronology, 
typology, officina, metallurgy, and dies. consequently, the attribution of the solidus 
from Giv‘ati to a temporary mint located in Jerusalem is more than reasonable.73
4.3.8 Patterns oF circulation
in comparison to Phocas, his predecessor, there is an increase in the influx of coins 
of Heraclius to Palestine, even taking into consideration that the country was under 
Persian occupation during a considerable part of his reign.
71 Three solidi weigh 4.67 g, 4.68 g and 4.69 g; the other 19 coins fluctuate between 4.56 g and 4.63 g.
72 in other words, al marco: 72 solidi were struck from a pound of gold, with less relevance given to 
the individual weight of each piece, instead of al pezzo: each piece to a particular weight.
73 The possibility suggested to me by Prof. Y. Tsafrir that the coins might have been struck in cae-
sarea, the capital of the province, should not be completely ruled out (see also Kaegi 1978 for the 
conditions in caesarea in 620s-630s). However, the accumulation of factors presented so far in this 
discussion seems to favor Jerusalem as the place of minting of this particular series.
